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A few years ago at Sweetwater’s GearFest, I had the pleasure of meeting and sharing lunch with well-known engineer
Sylvia Massy, known for her work with Tool, System Of A
Down, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Johnny Cash, Prince, and many
others. During our chat, Sylvia let me know about a book she
was writing and illustrating that would be called Recording
Unhinged: Creative and Unconventional Music Recording
Techniques.
Now that the book is out and available from Hal Leonard
Publishing (see the details at the end of this article), I thought it
would be great to talk with Sylvia further. But before we start
the interview, here’s a quick review of Recording Unhinged...
As the title suggests, this is not your usual recording technique book, filled with standard recording and mixing advice
and rules. Rather than “Dos and Don’ts”, it’s more a book of
“never say Don’t and go ahead and try it!”.
The book is written in Sylvia’s frank, down-to-earth, and often
sarcastically humorous style. It urges engineers young and old to
break out of sterile rooms and sterile techniques. Recording
Unhinged encourages experimentation; Sylvia explains that many
of the ideas are more about inspiration and having fun than nailing “perfect” takes and mixes. As you will read in the interview
below, Sylvia is more interested in creating memories and experiences that infuse the recording process with excitement and a
sense of adventure.
Recording Unhinged is not so much a textbook that you need
to read cover to cover in one sitting (although I have read it
through twice already [and so has his Editor!—MM]), but is
more like a concordance of tips and tricks where you can flip to
any section at any time and find inspiration. Sylvia also enlists
the help of her friends in the industry, including Jack Joseph
Puig, Hans Zimmer, Elliot Scheiner, Linda Perry, Rick Rubin,
Geoff Emerick, and many more. This star-studded cast contributes some of their best and weirdest recording secrets. The
book is topped off with Sylvia’s beautiful and often hilarious
illustrations.
Unlike what you get in most of today’s movie trailers, I don’t
want to give up too much of the plot beforehand... but if you are
interested in the sound of tracking in odd spaces, learning about
strange and vibey music gear, and recording guitars being
thrown off of a cliff, this book is for you.
In our interview, Sylvia told me about her history in the
industry, more about the book, and further techniques and stories that didn’t make it into print... and since this is our
drum/percussion issue, I also asked her about some of her
favorite mic choices, mic placements, tracking, and mixing
techniques for drums.
True to form, Sylvia called in to do the interview from the
place where she was currently in a tracking session... a castle
in Germany!
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Castles, Prisons, and Submarines
To kick off our discussion, I was going to
start with “Where did the idea for the
book come from,” but I’m more intrigued
by what the heck you’re doing in a castle
in Germany!
Sylvia Massy: I’ve always had the idea
that recording should be an adventure, that
it’s an experience that is more than just documenting the music, is memorable beyond
the mix, and stays with the musician forever.
So I try to build in some kind of adventure
in every session. I’ve found a few spots that
I really like, to inspire musicians to bring out the best in their performances, and one place that I really love is this castle in Germany
outside of Dresden, called Schloss Röhrsdorf.
Just a castle or a studio as well?
Both! It’s a really unique space, it’s got a Neve/Siemens console,
a whole rash of fantastic East German tube mics and recording
equipment. It’s also got a bunch of incredibly solid and unusual
instruments so [the musicians] don’t have to bring a thing with them
in order to really have a good time here. But it’s more than just a studio, outside are vineyards and inside it’s got a huge staircase and a
lot of interesting archways, hallways and staircases that are acoustically wonderful, a band apartment, a huge commercial kitchen, it’s
a full experience. You come here and just immerse yourself in the
recording.
Sounds like you really love this destination!
This is my third visit, but there are other places like this that I’ve
come to love, too. There’s a studio I went to earlier this year on an
island in a prison outside of Helsinki called Suomenlinnan Studio. It’s
an opposite feeling to the castle. The castle’s grand and it’s legendary, you feel special being here. The prison is claustrophobic
and kind of scary, so you’re going to get a different performance.
We did vocals there for a Swedish metal band called Avatar and it
really helped to bring out a different type of performance.
Who are you recording now at the castle?
They are called Flying Mammals, a band from Idaho. Another project that I did here was a set of piano/viola concertos and sonatas.
That type of music in a castle is really astounding, especially
because the castle has a beautiful antique 9' Bösendorfer that is
amazing.
Let’s take a quick step back... how did you get started in the
music business?
I started in San Francisco in the 80s, where I got to do a lot of
great punk and metal bands, and I had my own all girl punk-metal
band. I learned from folks like Mark Needham and I was working
with a band called the Sea Hags, with whom I co-produced an
album with Kirk Hammett from Metallica. The album turned out great,
and they got a deal with Chrysalis Records from that recording.
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But when it came time to record the Chrysalis album they hired Mike Clink
instead of hiring me to come to LA, and I realized that if I wanted a career in
recording I would have to go to LA. It was a few years before I got a foothold, but I
finally got a gig at Larrabee, where I learned from Alan Meyerson and Michael
Brauer and the Lord-Alges. I also got connected with Prince there and worked with
him for about three years. I also met Rick Rubin at that time at Larrabee, and continued working with him on and off for about seven years. Eventually I left Larrabee
because I got a gig working with Green Jellö (now Green Jellÿ) and Tool.
Looking at your discography, I notice that you seem equally happy to work as an engineer with folks like Rick Rubin as well as stepping into the producer role. Do you find
it hard to change hats, or do you just kind of approach everything the same way?
When I started I started as a producer, I didn’t really know that what I was doing was
producing. I was engineering, but I was also directing people on their sessions, helping
them make choices about arrangement, helping correct their mistakes with tuning, and giving them ideas. Then, when I moved to LA, I had to start over as a runner and an assistant
because there was a great deal of equipment that I was not familiar with. I had to become
familiar with the equipment before I could take on sessions and begin producing again.
Now it depends on who I’m working with and where I will be helpful. A lot of
musicians today really know what they want and are well prepared. Then my role is
to be their cheerleader and give them the best environment for their performances.
For instance, suggesting “let’s record in a castle”, “let’s record in a submarine.” To
make suggestions, guide them and help them make their own good decisions.
Almost always I’ll have my hands on the equipment in some way. I love working
with an engineer, but it’s not always necessary. When I have an engineer I can step
back and look at the entire picture of where we’re going with the music a lot easier.
Wait... have you actually recorded on a submarine?
There was a session in Norway last year recording the band One Hundred And
First. My engineer Per Kristian Sundet was a submariner and had friends in the
Norwegian Navy that work on active submarines, and the idea was “Hey, why can’t
we record on the submarine?” We decided we were going to record bass and some
vocals on the submarine.
Unfortunately for me, I’m not a Norwegian citizen so I could not go on the submarine, and I had to let them go and do it on their own [laughs]. Per and the gang
went on the submarine and actually put a bass amp in a torpedo tube and recorded it with a [Shure] SM7 microphone, and they recorded a lot of vocals there, too.
Today, if you have a laptop and a [Universal Audio] Apollo Twin or some other
kind of interface, you can pretty much record anywhere. I’m super excited about
that prospect. I mean, the sky’s the... not even the sky’s the limit, beyond the sky!
I’m thinking about doing a crowd-funding campaign and being the first producer
to bring a band into the International Space Station to do some recording. Can you
imagine playing a piano without gravity? There would be no weight to bring the
key back up, the hammer back down... These things are questions that I have running through my head all the time, and I might be a little insane about it. [laughs]
Like I say, recording should be an adventure, so let’s go all the way with it!
I went through a long period of time of feeling insecure about my space, because
while I have a nice treated mixing room, my tracking room is a makeshift gallery
space inside a pole barn out in the country. When it rains heavily you hear it on
the roof, you can hear tractors drive by in harvest season, and kids on ATVs from
time to time, but it’s spacious and located in visually-inspiring wooded countryside. But since this is the era of “perfect rooms”, and I don’t even have a glass
window between me and the talent... I found your “anywhere could be a studio”
philosophy very encouraging.
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Today my studio is in an old church right on a
main boulevard. When I do rock music it doesn’t
really affect the recording, because it’s pretty
noisy music to begin with. The only time I’ve had
issues has been when I did a baroque orchestra in the church and I had to take extra care
at the beginning and the end of the takes to
make sure there wasn’t traffic noise. I actually had them play the last couple of
bars of the piece a couple of extra
times just so I could have something to
edit to, in case there was noise.
That is refreshing, and a great tip to readers who
might be tracking at home in an urban environment.
Think of [The Rolling Stones’] Exile on Main Street, wasn’t
that done in an old chateau? Even though they were using
remote trucks, there are still going to be all kinds of unusual
sounds.
What comes first? The space, the techniques, the band? Do
you have those ideas and places filed in the back of your
head and then wait for the right band or song to come
along? Or do you just come into a session and say “hey
guys, let’s do this” and see what happens?
Most of the ideas come spontaneously. I do file ideas in the
back of my head, but I don’t force them into music where
they’re not appropriate. I have to have a client who’s willing
to try some things and perhaps waste some time.

Waste time?
When there is an appropriate project, I’ll
build in extra time so that we can try
things and even make some mistakes.
Sometimes it will be useful and yield some
magic, but sometimes it’s just a huge waste
of time [laughs]. Some of these things... you
know, throwing guitars off of cliffs... you spend
a full day getting it set up and you record it and
then you are disappointed with the results.
I tracked a band a few years back that went foraging in the woods in an old junk pile for dirty and rusty
bits of metal. Then they came in and dumped it in the
middle of my control room floor, we miked it up and the
drummer played the junk pile with sticks crunching and
clanging away. During mix time, the producer said, “What
the hell is this?” and nixed it from the final EP.
But you know what, it’s OK! You’re going to remember [that
day] for the rest of your life... you never lose that experience,
or those friends!

Recording Drums
Shifting gears slightly, since this is our drumming issue,
what is Sylvia Massy’s drum setup? Do you have any special
starting point or favorite mics?
Yes, I do have a regular list of mics I use for drums—usually
dynamics for the drums and condensers for the cymbals. So, in

PHOTOS BY ARNO JORDAN
DRUMMER: JANIK KERKHOF
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order, it would be a Sennheiser MD 421 on the kick, Shure
SM57 on the top of the snare, another 57 on the bottom of the
snare, 421s on top and bottom of the toms, a Shure SM81 on the
hi-hat, and another SM81 on the ride. Then a pair of Mojave MA200 mics for overheads and a pair of AKG C414s for the room.
Then I’ll add a few extra things if I can. One would be a
Yamaha Subkick, which is made out of a reverse speaker on
the kick drum. I have a contraption that I like to have on the
drums, which is a garden hose with a 57 taped on one end. I
use that to add a room mic I can compress a lot—kind of a filtered room mic that makes the drums very exciting and pop
without a lot of cymbal noise.
How long is the garden hose?
Ten feet straight, it can be longer. The mic is in one side and
the other side is taped up. I usually place it on the side closer
to the floor toms and it really helps to reduce the cymbals from
overtaking the kit and the rooms.
Hard to argue with that setup.
That’s the basic collection, but I will swap mics... today, since
I’ve got the Castle’s collection, I’m using a pair of Neumann
CMV563 tube mics with interchangeable capsules, with M5
capsules which is kind of an omni capsule, on the overheads
and cymbals. And I guess we’re using a KM84 on the high hat.
But for the most part I don’t use expensive mics on the drums.
I don’t really use anything but a 57 on the top of the snare,
usually... but I think that the angle of that mic is very important.
I talk about it in the Recording Unhinged book. If you point it
deep into the head of the drum you’ll get more of a shell tone,
but if you angle that mic more flat across the head, you’ll get
more attack from the stick. Those kinds of things are really
important.
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When you have multiple mics on the toms, they
should all point in the same direction as much as
possible, so that no mics are pointing at each
other. If I do that, I find that I can get the phase
to align really well, and then I don’t have to
measure or anything and the drums will
sound deeper and punchier.
Funny you should mention that, as I’ve
been doing it in every session since
reading the book!
It really works and it’s a simple thing to do.
And if I have a mic on the top and a mic on the
bottom of a drum, I usually flip the bottom mic out of
phase and the drum will come to life.
Come mix time, do you find yourself using all of the mics in
the mix?
If I am doing analog recording, I’ll sum the tom mics together to two tracks. Whether I have three toms or six toms, I make
the decisions on placement in the stereo field while I’m recording and I commit to that to tape. So when I’m mixing, a lot of
those decisions have already been made.
What I’ve found recently, when doing digital recording or mixing, is that if the mics are kept on separate tracks I might not use
the bottom mics at all and just go with the top mics. Often the

uncombined mics don’t sound as good if you combine them digitally later. I often find that when people send me tracks [to mix]
that that’s usually the case and I’ll take away mics. That’s why I
try and make the decisions early when I am tracking, so the mix
engineer doesn’t have to make the decisions.
It doesn’t even have to be just analog anymore, either,
because there are changes in [digital] technology that allow
you to do the summing on the way in. I’ve found on the latest
Dishwalla project, I was able to use the summing in the
[Universal Audio] Apollo 8 interface. UA has a virtual console
with buses so you can combine the top and bottom mics and
make some commitment before it is actually recorded. You don’t
have to have all these separate tracks with one mic per track.
When you get tracks to mix, what are some of the biggest
mistakes that you see relating to drums?
Phase! One of the biggest mistakes that I’ve found is that people record mics separately on separate tracks, but they don’t
take care to look at the phase differences between the mics. I
suppose you can just use phase alignment and fix it in the mix,
but sometimes I don’t know if it’s just laziness, or... I’m afraid
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that some of it comes from the knowledge of proper phase alignment being lost, because no
one is being taught about that.
It sounds like you like to get the sound
you’re going for as you’re recording it. Do
you EQ and compress to tape, or track dry?
I strive to have all the drums’ sound finished,
and I try to create a room sound that is pure and
natural, so that you don’t have to add any more
later. I don’t usually use compression on anything but
the room mics during recording, but I will commit compression onto the room mics, and sometimes the overhead mics, just to give the kick more excitement.

Old Gear And New
One of the things that I like, that you have touched on both
here and in your book, is that you like both classic gear and
modern gear equally, and you seem to be a champion of the
newer companies and technology. I guess I would call you
pretty “gear agnostic” in that regard!
I do love the vintage microphones, but Mojave makes great
tube mics. Also a company called Soyuz, a Russian company. I
really love their SU-017 mic, which is a hand-built tube mic that’s
great on vocals. I’m very excited about the Virtual Microphone

System from Slate. This is a great departure from the mics that I’m
used to; it’s an analog mic and it’s matched with an analog mic
preamp that comes with the mic, yet you can select between virtual mics in software. It’s just so convenient.
I am a big fan of the Slate software and use the Virtual Mix
Rack on almost every mix, and I’m excited to be trying out
the VMS for an upcoming review. Even more than how it
captures the sound of this or that vintage mic, is that you
have a single microphone that you can get 12 different
sounds from... that’s exciting!
The thing that I love about the Slate line is that you can directly
understand the differences between all these vintage mics that
everyone loves, because you can switch from a 251 to a 47 to a
67 to a C12 and you can hear where the curve changes. On a
C12 you’re going to get a little higher shelf, and there’s a little
more body out of a 47, and you can understand why vintage
mics have their thing. It’s fascinating and it’s also really useful.
Just like many plug-in emulations, it can be educational and
useful.
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Yes, and on one of these trips field recording, well, that’s
definitely the mic I’m going to bring... because, like you said, I
can get twelve different mics from this one microphone, and it
will work whether I am recording a male voice or a female
voice. For a male voice I might use the C12 and for a female
voice I might use the U47, and it has the ability to shapeshift
into whatever it needs to be for that moment.
Are you concerned about how well the Slate, or any other
mic, copies the sound of a vintage model?
Those vintage mics all have differences between them. Every
47 is slightly different; it’ll have a basic sound, but every one of
them has a slightly different character. I have a Telefunken U 47
and I love it, but I’ve pretty much left it in its suitcase for a while
because so many of the newer mics, like the Mojave, handle
vocal duties so well and the differences are kind of minute.
The older 47 is so delicate and I just don’t want to abuse it
any more. I want to be able to just say, “OK, just scream your
head off” and not feel that I’m abusing a $15,000 microphone
[laughs]. But yeah, the VMS is a super exciting new thing; I was
surprised that it’s all analog, but it’s just perfectly calibrated so the
plug-in software will represent those classic microphones.

Getting Into The Details
Moving on to mixing and editing, I know you are well known
for your work with Tool and other really heavy technical
bands... Can you tell me your thoughts on editing and sample
replacement? I know that it’s pretty common in that genre.
The music will dictate how far the editing goes, but generally
anything that is competing on the radio or commercially will be
somewhat quantized. The metal stuff, anything to do with hard
music... I generally will edit it right down to every hi-hat tap.
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Do you do that yourself, or do you have assistants that do that?
Well, it depends on who’s available, and I’ll usually have an
engineer do it...
Because it’s tedious! [laughs]
It’s tedious and time-consuming, so I’ll take over engineering
duties and have my trusty engineer go off into another room
and do the editing on the drums, to keep us on track timewise.
What is your process?
I’ve done some quantizing with [Avid] Beat Detective, but I’ve
found it to be very cumbersome and sometimes screws up, so I
prefer to do the editing by hand. I’m still experimenting on ways
to cut the time on that and have it still sound somewhat natural.
I also use samples, but I only use them to augment the live
drums because I do love the sound of live drums. I’ve started
using the Slate Trigger 2 drum replacement software. I’ll use
that on an auxiliary track and just blend that in with the live
drums to augment kick, snare, and sometimes toms.
What are your thoughts on tracking to a click?
I think that if a band or a drummer wants to play without a
click, I’m all for that, but I have to be very careful with how
we’ll be able to do overdubs later. “Do we need a count
between breaks if the drums stop playing, how will we do
overdubs through there?” Sometimes after a performance,
when we’ve recorded drums without a click, I’ve had to add
clicks in so the band can follow along for overdubs.
No matter what, I want the drums to sound as natural as
possible. Sometimes drummers fear that I’ll take the life out of
their performance and the ebb and flow of the song will get
hurt, but I honestly think that it helps more than it hurts to have
a click track in and some quantizing happening.

When I recorded Tool in the 1990s, we were
recording to analog tape. Their songs ebb and flow
and have several tempo changes within the same
song, so it became kind of a performance to set
up a drum machine as a click... I would have
to learn the song, and stop the click and
change to a new tempo and then play the
click for the drummer to follow along. That
way, they could lock into a certain
tempo for a section and then turn off
the clicks so that they could float and
freewheel into the next tempo, and then I’d
drop the click back in again. And then we did
editing on analog tape, and that was a lot of fun,
because you’d have to actually measure 2" tape between
the kicks and the snares and then slice out little pieces of tape
to bring it into tempo.
Wow.
You can only imagine what that was like. Danny Carey is
astounding, but even the best drummers can sound a little better with some editing.
Along these lines, what are your thoughts on editing a performer who does not want to be edited or tuned, or the
more common scenario of being asked to edit or tune a performance that you think is great but that the artist wants
“fixed”?
Yeah, that’s a tough one. I think that I generally trust the
artist, even if I think in my heart, “oh my God they are so
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wrong.”
if I just
trust them
their instinct, I
might just be swayed into believing that maybe they’re right.
[laughs].

A case in point is an artist whom I recently
worked with who’s a pretty good singer. She
gave some really good performances in a
song called “Acoustic Guitar”. It’s basically an acoustic guitar played with some
crazy beats, and I thought, “You know, this is
just a great performance, there’s no reason to
do a dang thing to this.” And she said, “No, I
want this tuned and I want it tuned hard, and I
want it tuned so it sounds like a robot.” I thought,
“This is insane, I don’t like this at all.” So I showed
her how to use Melodyne and in two nights she had
learned it... and I’m absolutely astounded at how it
worked in this song!
Generally I don’t fight the artist on their vision. I will
make suggestions and I’ll really try to convince them to a
point if I feel strongly about going one way or the other, but
ultimately it’s their music, so I will honor their vision.

More Unhinged Recordings
Coming back to your book, one of the cool things is that it’s
not just your techniques and ideas. The book is filled with a
lot of great examples of strange and wonderful techniques
from other engineers. Do you have a favorite of somebody
else’s? Or moments putting the book together, or even in
your career, where you thought, “Wow, that’s so cool!”?
There’s so many of those wow moments. For instance, Matt
Wallace was the one that told me about reamping a snare by
taping another snare to a PA speaker, running the original
snare through it, and miking the new snare. There is a legendary story from Ron Saint Germain which I got him to share
for the book, with the singer from Bad Brains being in jail for

possession of pot and they recorded his vocals from jail over a telephone.
He describes in the book how they did that...
I’ll stop you so readers will go buy the book to hear the rest, but it involves
smoking a page out of a Bible before the take...
I was really excited to be able to share some of these legends and
amazing techniques from these engineers in the Recording Unhinged book.
There are many more stories to come... I hope to write a second book.
I was just going to ask: since you’ve done the book, do you have any
new odd techniques you’ve used recently or that have excited you?
Oh yes. Oh yes. Something for the second Recording Unhinged book
includes taking a speaker cable out of a guitar amplifier, and before you plug it
into a guitar speaker, you cut it in half, separate the leads... and then you plug
in some potatoes into those leads so you have a positive potato and you have a
negative potato, do you understand what I’m talking about? [laughs]
This sounds like high school science experiments where you light a light
bulb with a potato.
That’s where the inspiration came from. I mean, you can light a light bulb
with a potato, so why can’t you filter the audio from a guitar with a potato?
It turns out that a potato filter will actually add a nice high shelf to your guitar tone and it adds a kind of a graininess which is really quite interesting.
So now you’ve got your potato filter, but you can try any number of other
items. You can try carrots, you can try apples, oranges... I find that hot dogs
are very good; in fact, two days ago I used a pair of sausages that are
cheese sausages, they’re German cheese sausages [laughs]... sorry, I can’t
stop laughing while I’m telling you this, but it was incredible! I think it was
something to do with the cheese. There was a sound that I couldn’t believe,
and so for the Flying Mammals session that I’m doing in the castle, if they’ll
let me, I’ll cut a cable and we’ll try some of these cheese sausages on guitar.
Here’s a bit of a warning, though. If you’re going to do this at home, it’s
better to use a solid state amp for this, because the tube amps don’t like it
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and they eventually start smoking and you’ll probably blow some of the fuses, but the solid state
amps seem to do pretty good.
There are more stories, too. Ed Cherney actually told me how to wire household appliances into
the guitar chain... but you’re going to have to
actually get the next book, so I can draw the diagram on how you wire it up!
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